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Mishcon’s Guide to Football Immigration in the UK

The Sports Group at
Mishcon de Reya LLP
has a strong track record of
identifying and delivering
visa solutions for foreign
players joining English
football clubs.

Despite the international success and popularity of
the Premier League, the UK has one of the most
restrictive immigration regimes for non-EU players,
managers and coaches. It is a regular source of
frustration for UK clubs that their ability to sign
foreign talent is fettered by strict visa rules and an
uncertain appeals process. Some players are rejected
simply because the immigration problem seems
insurmountable.
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Mishcon Sports Group’s immigration specialists
have extensive experience of working for
individuals from around the world and understand
that each player has a set of personal circumstances
that requires a carefully considered approach. Our
experience means we can work with clubs, players
and agents to identify the appropriate immigration
route for any player (and their family), of any age,
from any country – irrespective of whether their
circumstances are simple or complex.
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Immigration law can be a minefield – this guide will
give you the means to quickly assess the options for
any player you are thinking of signing.
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Immigration options:

Sports routes

The common perception is that a player needs a
“work permit” to play in the UK. However, there
are a wide range of ways in which a player can be
eligible under the UK Immigration Rules. These
will be explained over the following pages, but in
summary:

1. Tier 2 (Sportsperson) Visa

Sports routes

In order to qualify for a Tier 2 visa, players must
fulfil the following requirements:

1. The “work permit” – Tier 2 (Sportsperson) visa;
2. Tier 5 (Temporary Worker – Sporting) visa;
3. Sports Visitor visa;
Family routes
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ancestry visa;
Partner of a UK/settled person;
Partner of an EEA national;
Indefinite Leave to Remain (“ILR”);

Citizenship routes
8. Cypriot passport;
9. Maltese passport;
10. British passport.
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Best for: elite players who can speak English
Must be: internationally established
Lasts for: up to three years and can be extended
Leads to ILR?: yes

TIER 5 (CREATIVE AND SPORTING) VISA
APPEALS
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ANCESTRY VISA
PARTNER OF A UK/SETTLED PERSON

• English language requirement. The player
will have to (i) pass an English language test in
speaking and listening, or (ii) be from a country
which has a majority of English speakers, or (iii)
have a recognised degree taught in English.

PARTNER OF AN EEA NATIONAL
INDEFINITE LEAVE TO REMAIN
CYPRIOT PASSPORT
MALTESE PASSPORT

• Maintenance. There is a nominal maintenance
(i.e. funding) requirement that is easily satisfied
by players, or clubs on their behalf.

BRITISH PASSPORT

• Certificate of Sponsorship (COS). These are
issued by the player’s club following an FA
endorsement (see overleaf). The club must be an
A-Rated Sponsor holding a Tier 2 (Sport) licence
in order to issue a COS. Premier League clubs are
all licenced for these purposes.
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• FA endorsement. The FA will provide their
endorsement to the club if the player satisfies
certain playing criteria at an international level.
The criteria change each year, but for the 2016/17
season the criteria below will apply:
The player is judged on the percentage of
competitive international appearances over the 24
months preceding the application (12 months if the
player is under 21). The percentage is determined by
the average position that the player’s national team
has occupied during the 24 month period in the
FIFA World Rankings:
• For national teams ranked 1-10, the player must
have appeared in 30% of matches
• For national teams ranked 11-20, the player must
have appeared in 45% of matches
• For national teams ranked 21-30, the player must
have appeared in 60% of matches
• For national teams ranked 31 -50, the player must
have appeared in 75% of matches.
There is flexibility to allow for injury, suspension and
the inclusion of international friendly matches where
there are insufficient competitive games during the
relevant period.
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2. Tier 5 (Creative and sporting) visa
Best for: elite sportspeople who cannot speak English
Must be: internationally established
Lasts for: up to twelve months and can be extended
Leads to ILR?: no
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The eligibility criteria for this visa are the same as
for the Tier 2 visa (as set out above), except there is
no English language requirement.

SPORTSPERSON VISITOR VISA
ANCESTRY VISA

As with the Tier 2 route, players will need to meet
The FA’s strict endorsement criteria and be assigned
a COS by their club.
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The visa will be granted for twelve months, or the
contract term (whichever is the shortest), and can be
extended for up to twelve months.

INDEFINITE LEAVE TO REMAIN

Before expiration of the Tier 5 visa, players have the
option to switch to the Tier 2 route if they can now
meet the English language requirement, or they will
have to leave the UK and reapply for a new twelve
month Tier 5 visa from their home country.
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This route is not suitable for a player looking to
obtain ILR in the UK, or a British passport.
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The objective criteria are listed under ‘Part A’ and
‘Part B’ as follows. If a Player scores four or more
points from Part A, or five or more from Part A and
Part B together, there is a presumption in favour of
granting the FA endorsement (always subject to the
Panel’s discretion). The Exceptions Panel will not
duplicate points across Part A and Part B.

If the player does not meet the criteria required to
obtain an FA endorsement, the Tier 2 and Tier 5
sport routes may still be open to players through an
appeal process.
The appeal process involves an application to The
FA Exceptions Panel to show that the player meets
a secondary tier of objective requirements (using
a points-based system), and passes the subjective
review of the Exceptions Panel. The decision is
entirely discretionary but all relevant evidence must
be submitted at this stage.
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Part A criteria

Appeals for Tier 2 (Sportsperson) and Tier 5
(Creative and sporting)
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Criteria

Points

The transfer fee is over £8,846,689

3 points

ANCESTRY VISA

The transfer fee is over £6,000,000

2 points

PARTNER OF A UK/SETTLED PERSON

The players wages are over £46,152.25/wk

3 points

PARTNER OF AN EEA NATIONAL

The players wages are over £32,000/wk

2 points

INDEFINITE LEAVE TO REMAIN

The player is being purchased from one of the
Top Leagues (as defined each season on the FA’s
website) and the player has played 30% of the
minutes played by their club in their domestic
league

1 point

The player’s club has featured in the Champions
League, Europa League or Copa Libertadores
within the 12 months prior to the application, and
the player featured in 30% of the minutes played
by their club.

1 point
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3. Sportsperson Visitor visa

Part B criteria
Criteria

Points

The transfer fee is within 20% of £6,000,000

1 point

There is a free transfer, but a virtual transfer value
is ascribed by the Exceptions Panel that is within
20% of £6,000,000

1 point

The players wages are within 20% of £32,000/wk

1 point

The player is being purchased from a Secondary
1 point
League (as defined each season on the FA’s website)
and the player has played 30% of the minutes played
by their club in their domestic league.
The player’s club has played in the final
1 point
qualification rounds of the Champions League,
Europa League or Copa Libertadores within the
12 months prior to the application, and the player
featured in 30% of the minutes played by their club.
The player participated in a prescribed lower
1 point
percentage of competitive international matches
within the previous 24 month period. This
percentage is calculated on the same basis as the
automatic criteria, but at a lower rate.
OR
The player’s international side was a semi-finalist
in the Asian Cup, or African Cup of Nations in the
12 months preceding the application. If this was the
case, but the nation had held an average FIFA World
Ranking outside of the top 60 during the 24 month
period, then the player must have participated in
75% of matches during that reference period.
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Best for: trial players, medical, tournament
Must be: entering for short visit only
Lasts for: up to six months
Leads to ILR?: no

TIER 2 (SPORTSPERSON) VISA
TIER 5 (CREATIVE AND SPORTING) VISA

This is a short-term solution whereby sports visitors
can come to the UK for a maximum of six months in
any twelve month period.

APPEALS
SPORTSPERSON VISITOR VISA
ANCESTRY VISA

This visa would not allow a footballer to play
professionally other than in tournaments or oneoff games. This route can be used for club and
international level tournaments and friendlies.

PARTNER OF A UK/SETTLED PERSON
PARTNER OF AN EEA NATIONAL

However, it is possible to switch into the Tier 5
(Creative and sporting) visa route as long as the COS
was assigned before the player entered the UK as a
visitor. Otherwise, the player will have to leave the
country and re-enter on the appropriate visa.

INDEFINITE LEAVE TO REMAIN
CYPRIOT PASSPORT
MALTESE PASSPORT
BRITISH PASSPORT
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This visa cannot be used
for living and playing
permanently in the UK,
but is useful for players
visiting the UK for a trial,
a medical or during negotiations.
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Family routes

5. Partner of a UK/settled person

There are a number of immigration routes which are
commonly relied upon by non-European players as a
result of their family circumstances.

Best for: players in a long-term relationship
Must be: with a British or settled UK resident
Lasts for: two and a half years and can be extended
Leads to ILR?: yes

4. Ancestry visa
Best for: players with British grandparent
Must be: from a Commonwealth country
Lasts for: up to five years
Leads to ILR: yes
This route is open to players from a Commonwealth
country who have a grandparent born in the UK.
The player will need to pass an English language
test to obtain this visa.
The visa is a work visa, so the player must be able
to demonstrate that they can work in the UK, but
the visa is not tied to any form of sponsorship or FA
endorsement. Therefore the player’s visa will not
require a COS, and they do not need to meet any
financial or playing criteria.
The visa will grant a player leave to remain in the UK
for five years at which point they can apply for ILR.
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If the player is married to, or is the unmarried
partner of, a British/settled person they can apply to
join them or travel with them to the UK.
To be “settled”, the partner must have ILR. To prove
the existence of a relationship if the couple are not
married, the player must provide documentary
evidence that they have cohabited for the last two
years by way of bank statements, utility bills etc.
This visa has an English language requirement, as
well as a minimum income threshold for the partner
of £18,600, or savings of £62,500 (which must have
been held for six months). These figures increase if
there are children.
This visa is granted for two and a half years and can
be extended by a further two and a half years. After
five years in the UK, the player can apply for ILR.
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It is possible to bring players in on Tier 5 visas and
then switch them to this route (e.g. if the player no
longer meets The FA endorsement criteria).
6. Partner of an EEA national

This will change in light of Britain’s exit from
the EU, but any change is unlikely to come into
effect until Britain’s exit is complete. We therefore
encourage prospective eligible players and their
families to use this route as soon as possible.
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Best for: players in a long-term relationship
Must be: with an EEA national
Lasts for: six months, stay extended by Residence Card
Leads to ILR?: yes

APPEALS
SPORTSPERSON VISITOR VISA
ANCESTRY VISA

If the player is a partner of an EEA national, they
may apply for an EEA Family Permit to enter the
UK for six months. In order to qualify for this visa,
the player’s partner must be traveling with them or
already be in the UK.

PARTNER OF A UK/SETTLED PERSON
PARTNER OF AN EEA NATIONAL
INDEFINITE LEAVE TO REMAIN
CYPRIOT PASSPORT

If they are not married, they need to be able to show
that they are in a lasting relationship and have been
living together for at least two years.

MALTESE PASSPORT
BRITISH PASSPORT

Once in the UK, the player can apply for a
Residence Card which will be valid for up to five
years and can lead to ILR.
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7. Indefinite Leave to Remain (non EEA nationals)

To qualify, the player must meet certain criteria:

Best for: players who have spent
over four years in the UK
Must be: in UK other than on
Tier 5 (Creative and sporting) visa
Lasts: indefinitely, but can be revoked
Leads to British citizenship?: yes

• Time in the UK. The player cannot have spent
more than 180 days out of the UK in each of the
five years;
• Life In the UK test. The player must pass this
test that covers life and history in the UK; and
• English language requirement. The player
must demonstrate sufficient ability in the English
language by way of an appropriate test.

ILR removes any restrictions on sponsorship,
work and entry to the UK. Therefore, a player with
ILR status is no longer linked to their club for
immigration purposes.

There are additional requirements depending on
the visa category that the player has used during his
time in the UK.

Once a footballer obtains ILR they hold an
immigration status secondary only to British
citizenship. Not only is this of benefit to the player,
but also to their spouse and children.
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In order to apply for ILR a player must have spent
five years in the UK. Any time spent in the UK on
a Tier 5 (Creative and sporting) visa or Visitor visa
is excluded for the purposes of calculating the five
year period.
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Citizenship routes

8. Cypriot passport

Inevitably, there are players who do not meet any
of the sporting or family requirements to obtain the
right to live and work in the UK. These players may
well be exceptionally talented players who have not
yet made their mark at an international level, but
for whom there is intense competition amongst elite
clubs.

Best for: non-EEA player, ready for Premier League
Must be: worthy of a €2.5million investment
Time to citizenship: as little as three months

For these players, citizenship by investment is
worth considering. Citizenship by investment is
an expensive option but can be the swiftest route
to visa-free travel and employment for non-EEA
players. It relies on the principle of freedom of
movement, so applications need to be completed
before Britain’s exit from the EU is finalised.
There are a number of countries with citizenship
programmes, but the two that we have found
to be the most reliable and reputable are Malta
and Cyprus. We have completed a number of
applications to both jurisdictions. They are routes
that we frequently use for ‘High Net Worth’
individuals who have money, and need the ability to
move freely in Europe.
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The Cypriot option requires the investment of
€5million into real estate projects. This investment
only needs to be maintained for three years after
which this property can be sold, but real estate to
the value of €500,000 must be maintained for life
(or at least the period during which the passport is
required).
The €5million investment can be reduced to
€2.5million if the player’s application is submitted
as part of a group of up to five people. We can
include the player in groups with other clients. The
property can be rented out to provide an income
stream.
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The vast majority of citizenship by investment
programmes require a donation to be made to the
national economy, but the Cypriot option allows the
majority of the investment to be withdrawn.

The remainder of the investment is to be made in
government bonds (€150,000) and Maltese property
(rent of €16,000 per year or purchase of €350,000)
which need to be maintained for five years.

There is no residence requirement, but the player
must visit Cyprus once to obtain citizenship.

It takes a year to obtain citizenship, so is ideally
suited to exceptional young players that a club
would send abroad on loan for a season.

This is presently the fastest route to a European
passport. Well managed, the passport can be
obtained within three months of the application
being submitted.
9. Maltese passport
Best for: young non-EEA player, not yet ready for
the Premier League
Must be: worthy of a €1million investment
Time to citizenship: twelve months
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Unlike the Cypriot passport, the Maltese passport
requires greater involvement of the player to
establish genuine links to Malta through, e.g. bank
accounts, telephone contracts.
The player needs to visit the country at least three
times in the initial twelve months before citizenship
is granted. Once a Maltese citizen, the player
obtains all of the EEA free movement rights.
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ANCESTRY VISA
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The Maltese option is cheaper than the Cypriot
programme, with a total investment of around
€1million. However, €650,000 of that sum is a nonrefundable donation to the Maltese Government
(versus the Cypriot route where Cypriot property
must be purchased but is then owned by the player).
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10. British passport

Effect of Brexit

Best for: player with desire to be British
Must have: long standing in UK
Time to citizenship: six years

The UK Immigration Rules will not change for
non-EEA nationals.

For many foreign players who
have had a long career in the
UK, it is desirable to secure
a British passport. A British passport currently
allows almost unparalleled visa-free travel globally
as well as unrestricted access to the UK for the
player and their family.
A player can apply to naturalise as British a year
after they have obtained ILR.
ILR and the possibility of obtaining a British
passport are important issues to take into
consideration when a player is reaching the 4-6 year
stage of being in the UK. How their next contract,
loan or transfer is structured could make or break
the player’s ability to secure a form of permanent
residency in the UK, which may be where they
intend to live when their playing career comes to an
end.
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We encourage all EEA players in the UK to take
immediate steps to try and secure their eligibility
to stay in the UK post-Brexit as follows:

TIER 5 (CREATIVE AND SPORTING) VISA
APPEALS

• Players who have been in the UK for at least five
years should apply for permanent residence which
is the same as ILR. Permanent residence status
removes any employment restrictions that an EEA
player may be subjected to if the Tier 2 visa route
is modified to cover EEA as well as non-EEA
nationals. It also puts the player on the path to
obtaining British citizenship.
• EEA players who have been in the UK for less
than five years should formally register their
residence in the UK by applying for a Registration
Certificate. As part of Britain’s exit from the
EU it is possible that permanent residence will
automatically be granted to EEA nationals already
residing in the UK. By securing a Registration
Certificate the player will be able to prove the
legitimacy of their residence in the UK.
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Mishcon de Reya Sports Group

INTRODUCTION

Our multi-disciplinary Sports Group is comprised
of lawyers who are passionate about sport. We have
deep industry knowledge and strong relationships
having acted for clubs, players, agents, owners,
sponsors and governing bodies on a wide range of
sporting issues.
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We understand the nature of football transfers,
including their complexities. Last summer, we
advised on deals worth over £100m. Previously, we
were the only firm to identify and utilise the Tier 1
(Investor) visa, as a means of securing a visa for a
Brazilian player who did not meet the FA criteria.
This route is no longer available for footballers.
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Our sports immigration specialists have extensive
experience of working for individuals from around
the world. With excellent contacts throughout the
Immigration and Nationality Services in the UK,
and with visa issuing posts overseas, we can obtain
exceptional and expeditious results for our clients.
Languages are clearly essential for international
transfers and player immigration. We speak Arabic,
Chinese, Croatian, Farsi, French, German, Greek,
Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and
Ukrainian, amongst others.
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PLEASE NOTE THE INFORMATION GIVEN IN THIS DOCUMENT
IS CORRECT AT THE TIME OF PRINTING (JULY 2016). THIS
INFORMATION MAY CHANGE FOLLOWING LEGISLATIVE
CHANGES.
© MISHCON DE REYA LLP
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